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  Super Predator Dr Cheryl Jakab,2016-01-08 There
is something out there deep in the waters off the
Southern coast of Australia. The search is on, in
an unchartered area of a huge submarine abyss, the
Bremer Canyon, for a predator that is big enough
to eat a 3 metre great white shark.
  China the Super Predator Pierre-Antoine
Donnet,2024-02-23 China is facing tremendous
economic, social and political challenges, as well
as having become a predominant contributor to
climate change. It has also become a predator
against the Uyghurs, the Tibetans, and the
Mongols, and taken over Hong Kong, silencing any
forms of dissent. It increasingly appears that one
of the Communist regime's main goals is to control
the entire world, but this global ambition now
faces mounting geopolitical difficulties. At the
center stands Taiwan, which has become a full-
blown democracy and, perhaps, a model for the
entire Chinese nation. The United States - along
with Japan, South Korea, Australia, India, and
other states - are, more than ever before, willing
to defend Taiwan. The possibility of a clash is
real, making China along with Russia the main
threat to the democratic world.
  Superpredator Nathan J Robinson,2016-07-01 A
critical examination of Bill Clinton's record on
crime, welfare, and civil rights.
  Giant Shark Caroline Arnold,2014-02-01 For
millions of years, a massive shark more than twice
as huge as the modern-day great white shark
cruised the depths of the ocean, attacking and
devouring prey. Fossil remains reveal megalodon to
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have been more than fifty feet long, with razor-
sharp teeth, each the size of a human hand, and
jaws so large it could swallow prey larger than a
common dolphin. Fluid, detailed watercolors
accompany this account of one of the most
incredible creatures to inhabit our world.
  The Perfect Predator Steffanie Strathdee,Thomas
Patterson,2019-02-26 An electrifying memoir of one
woman's extraordinary effort to save her husband's
life-and the discovery of a forgotten cure that
has the potential to save millions more. A memoir
that reads like a thriller. -New York Times Book
Review A fascinating and terrifying peek into the
devastating outcomes of antibiotic misuse-and what
happens when standard health care falls short. -
Scientific American Epidemiologist Steffanie
Strathdee and her husband, psychologist Tom
Patterson, were vacationing in Egypt when Tom came
down with a stomach bug. What at first seemed like
a case of food poisoning quickly turned critical,
and by the time Tom had been transferred via
emergency medevac to the world-class medical
center at UC San Diego, where both he and
Steffanie worked, blood work revealed why modern
medicine was failing: Tom was fighting one of the
most dangerous, antibiotic-resistant bacteria in
the world. Frantic, Steffanie combed through
research old and new and came across phage
therapy: the idea that the right virus, aka the
perfect predator, can kill even the most lethal
bacteria. Phage treatment had fallen out of favor
almost 100 years ago, after antibiotic use went
mainstream. Now, with time running out, Steffanie
appealed to phage researchers all over the world
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for help. She found allies at the FDA, researchers
from Texas A&M, and a clandestine Navy biomedical
center -- and together they resurrected a
forgotten cure. A nail-biting medical mystery, The
Perfect Predator is a story of love and survival
against all odds, and the (re)discovery of a
powerful new weapon in the global superbug crisis.
  Giant Shark Caroline Arnold,2000 Describes
Megalodon, an extinct shark that was more than
fifty feet long and could swallow an object the
size of a small car.
  World Super Predators Philippe
Boucard,2016-11-12 Merriam Webster defines
predator as a person who looks for other people in
order to use, control or harm them in some way.
Blaming others for their own vile acts and
rewriting history are nothing new from the
european super predators. It used to be thugs and
hoes; now, western idiots have a new buzzword for
young Negroes... super predators. Yet, in the
history of the world, no black kid has ever stolen
millions donated to help a country after an
earthquake. In the history of the world, no black
kid has ever used a white baby as alligator bait.
In the history of the world, no black kid has ever
lynched a 14 year old white boy for reportedly
flirting with a black woman. Anyone who thinks the
US, the imperial grand wizard of the world, is a
democracy should familiarize himself/herself with
what Debbie Wasserman Schultz and the Democratic
Party did to Bernie Sanders. Now what?
  Criminology Research Focus Karen T.
Froeling,2007 Criminology is the scientific study
of crime as an individual and social phenomenon.
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Criminological research areas include the
incidence and forms of crime as well as its causes
and consequences. They also include social and
governmental regulations and reactions to crime.
Criminology is an interdisciplinary field in the
behavioural sciences, drawing especially on the
research of sociologists and psychologists, as
well as on writings in law. This book presents
leading research from around the world.
  The Search for the Ocean's Super Predator ,2014
  Delinquency in Society Robert Regoli,John
Hewitt,Matt DeLisi,2010 Delinquency in Society,
Eighth Edition provides a systematic introduction
to the study of juvenile delinquency, criminal
behavior, and status offending youths. This text
examines the theories of juvenile crimes and the
social context of delinquency including the
relevance of families, schools, and peer groups.
Reorganized and thoroughly updated to reflect the
most current trends and developments in juvenile
delinquency, the Eighth Edition includes
discussions of the history, institutional context,
and societal reactions to delinquent behavior.
Delinquency prevention programs and basic coverage
of delinquency as it relates to the criminal
justice system are also included to add context
and support student comprehension.
  Cyberwar Kathleen Hall Jamieson,2020-05-20 The
question of how Donald Trump won the 2016 election
looms over his presidency. In particular, were the
78,000 voters who gave him an Electoral College
victory affected by the Russian trolls and
hackers? Trump has denied it. So has Vladimir
Putin. Others cast the answer as unknowable. In
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Cyberwar, Kathleen Hall Jamieson marshals the
troll posts, unique polling data, analyses of how
the press used hacked content, and a synthesis of
half a century of media effects literature to
argue that, although not certain, it is probable
that the Russians helped elect the 45th president
of the United States. In the process, she asks:
How extensive was the troll messaging? What
characteristics of social media did the Russians
exploit? Why did the mainstream press rush the
hacked content into the citizenry's newsfeeds? Was
Clinton telling the truth when she alleged that
the debate moderators distorted what she said in
the leaked speeches? Did the Russian influence
extend beyond social media and news to alter the
behavior of FBI director James Comey? After
detailing the ways in which Russian efforts were
abetted by the press, social media, candidates,
party leaders, and a polarized public, Cyberwar
closes with a warning: the country is ill-prepared
to prevent a sequel. In this updated paperback
edition, Jamieson covers the many new developments
that have come to light since the original
publication.
  Punished for Dreaming Bettina L. Love,2023-09-12
NOW A NEW YORK TIMES AND A USA TODAY BESTSELLER “I
am an eighties baby who grew to hate school. I
never fully understood why. Until now. Until
Bettina Love unapologetically and painstakingly
chronicled the last forty years of education
‘reform’ in this landmark book. I hated school
because it warred on me. I hated school because I
loved to dream.” —Ibram X. Kendi, New York Times
bestselling author of How to be an Antiracist In
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the tradition of Michelle Alexander, an
unflinching reckoning with the impact of 40 years
of racist public school policy on generations of
Black lives In Punished for Dreaming Dr. Bettina
Love argues forcefully that Reagan’s presidency
ushered in a War on Black Children, pathologizing
and penalizing them in concert with the War on
Drugs. New policies punished schools with
policing, closure, and loss of funding in the name
of reform, as white savior, egalitarian efforts
increasingly allowed private interests to
infiltrate the system. These changes implicated
children of color, and Black children in
particular, as low performing, making it all too
easy to turn a blind eye to their disproportionate
conviction and incarceration. Today, there is
little national conversation about a structural
overhaul of American schools; cosmetic changes,
rooted in anti-Blackness, are now passed off as
justice. It is time to put a price tag on the
miseducation of Black children. In this prequel to
The New Jim Crow, Dr. Love serves up a blistering
account of four decades of educational reform
through the lens of the people who lived it.
Punished for Dreaming lays bare the devastating
effect on 25 Black Americans caught in the
intersection of economic gain and racist ideology.
Then, with input from leading U.S. economists, Dr.
Love offers a road map for repair, arguing for
reparations with transformation for all children
at its core.
  Facets of Uncertainties and Applications Mihir
K. Chakraborty,Andrzej Skowron,Manoranjan
Maiti,Samarjit Kar,2015-05-11 Since the emergence
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of the formal concept of probability theory in the
seventeenth century, uncertainty has been
perceived solely in terms of probability theory.
However, this apparently unique link between
uncertainty and probability theory has come under
investigation a few decades back. Uncertainties
are nowadays accepted to be of various kinds.
Uncertainty in general could refer to different
sense like not certainly known, questionable,
problematic, vague, not definite or determined,
ambiguous, liable to change, not reliable. In
Indian languages, particularly in Sanskrit-based
languages, there are other higher levels of
uncertainties. It has been shown that several
mathematical concepts such as the theory of fuzzy
sets, theory of rough sets, evidence theory,
possibility theory, theory of complex systems and
complex network, theory of fuzzy measures and
uncertainty theory can also successfully model
uncertainty.
  Archie Vs. Predator Alex De Campi,2019-09-03
America's favorite teen faces the galaxy's
greatest hunter as the gang from Riverdale fights
for their lives against the alien Predator, which
sets its sights on them after a disastrous Spring
Break vacation in South America--
  Big Meg Tim Flannery,Emma Flannery,2024-02-06
Internationally bestselling author and renowned
scientist Tim Flannery and his daughter, scientist
Emma Flannery, delivers an informative-yet-
intimate portrait of the megalodon, an extinct
shark and the largest predator of all time When
Tim Flannery was a boy he found a fossilized tooth
of the giant shark megalodon at a beach near his
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home in Australia. This remarkable find—the tooth
was large enough to cover his palm—sparked an
interest in paleontology that was to inform his
life’s work and a lifelong quest to uncover the
secrets of the great shark Otodus megalodon. Tim
passed on his love of the natural world and
interest in the fossil record to his daughter,
Emma, a scientist and writer. And now, together,
they have written a fascinating account of this
ancient marine creature. Big Meg charts the
evolution of megalodon, its super-predator status
for about fifteen million years and its decline
and extinction. It delves into the fossil record
to answer questions about its behavior and role in
shaping marine ecosystems as well as its impact on
the human psyche. It contains stories of the
scientist and amateur fossil hunters who have
scoured the seas, and land, for fossil remains,
drawn to the beauty and mystique of the great
shark, sometimes meeting their death in the
process. Deemed “in the league of the all-time
great explorers” by David Attenborough, Tim
Flannery has come together with Emma Flannery to
spin a story of the great natural history of our
planet as enthralling as the fossil record itself.
  Ecosystem Ecology Research Trends Junying
Chen,2008 Ecosystem ecology is the integrated
study of biotic and abiotic components of
ecosystems and their interactions within an
ecosystem framework. This science examines how
ecosystems work and relates this to their
components such as chemicals, bedrock, soil,
plants, and animals. A major focus of ecosystem
ecology is on functional processes, ecological
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mechanisms that maintain the structure and
services produced by ecosystems. These include
primary productivity (production of biomass),
decomposition, and trophic interactions. Studies
of ecosystem function have greatly improved human
understanding of sustainable production of forage,
fibre, fuel, and provision of water. Functional
processes are mediated by regional-to-local level
climate, disturbance, and management thus
ecosystem ecology provides a powerful framework
for identifying ecological mechanisms that
interact with global environmental problems,
especially global warming and degradation of
surface water. This book presents the latest
developments in the field from around the world.
  Burning Down the House Nell Bernstein,2014-06-03
The nationally acclaimed “engrossing, disturbing,
at times heartbreaking” (Van Jones) book that
shines a harsh light on the abusive world of
juvenile prisons, by the award-winning journalist
“Nell Bernstein’s book could be for juvenile
justice what Rachel Carson’s book was for the
environmental movement.” —Andrew Cohen,
correspondent, ABC News When teenagers scuffle
during a basketball game, they are typically
benched. But when Brian got into it on the court,
he and his rival were sprayed in the face at close
range with a chemical similar to Mace, denied a
shower for twenty-four hours, and then locked in
solitary confinement for a month. One in three
American children will be arrested by the time
they are twenty-three, and many will spend time
locked inside horrific detention centers that defy
everything we know about what motivates young
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people to change. In what the San Francisco
Chronicle calls “an epic work of investigative
journalism that lays bare our nation’s brutal and
counterproductive juvenile prisons and is a
clarion call to bring our children home,” Nell
Bernstein eloquently argues that there is no right
way to lock up a child. The very act of isolation
denies children the thing that is most essential
to their growth and rehabilitation: positive
relationships with caring adults. Bernstein
introduces us to youth across the nation who have
suffered violence and psychological torture at the
hands of the state. She presents these youths all
as fully realized people, not victims. As they
describe in their own voices their fight to
maintain their humanity and protect their
individuality in environments that would deny
both, these young people offer a hopeful
alternative to the doomed effort to reform a
system that should only be dismantled. Interwoven
with these heartrending stories is reporting on
innovative programs that provide effective
alternatives to putting children behind bars. A
landmark book, Burning Down the House sparked a
national conversation about our inhumane and
ineffectual juvenile prisons, and ultimately makes
the radical argument that the only path to justice
is for state-run detention centers to be abolished
completely.
  When Crime Waves Vincent Sacco,2005-05-11 A
critical examination of crime waves aimed at an
undergraduate audience. Historical & contemporary
examples are drawn primarily from the US, but
international examples are threaded throughout for
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comparison.
  Mathematical Modeling for the Life Sciences
Jacques Istas,2005-06-09 Provides a wide range of
mathematical models currently used in the life
sciences Each model is thoroughly explained and
illustrated by example Includes three appendices
to allow for independent reading
  Gangs in America's Communities James C.
Howell,Elizabeth Griffiths,2015-03-04 Gangs in
America's Communities offers a comprehensive, up-
to-date, and theoretically grounded approach to
gangs and associated youth violence. Authors Dr.
James C. Howell and Dr. Elizabeth Griffiths
introduce readers to the foundations of gang
studies through the origins of gangs, definitions
and categories of youth/street gangs,
transnational as well as prison gangs (and the
distinctions between these arguably different
types), national trends in gang presence and gang-
related violence across American cities,
distinguishing attributes of serious street gangs,
and myths and realities. Students and instructors
will benefit from the Second Edition’s
comprehensive treatment of the state of the
literature on individual-level causes and
consequences of gang membership. Going beyond the
traditional topics covered in most texts in the
market, this book uniquely describes specific gang
patterns, trends, and cultures within a group-
based structure while illuminating the most
promising avenues for reducing the presence and
seriousness of gangs in American communities.
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isbn or key
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